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University of California, San Diego

UCSD
Spend Summer 1997 at UCSD . . .
One of the top research universities
in the country, internationally known for its
outstanding programs in the sciences, engi
neering, computers, oceanography, and the
arts. The first session is June 30-August I
and the second session is August 4-September 5.
More than 200 undergraduate
courses are offered. The UCSD campus is lo
cated just minutes from the charming coastal
town of La Jolla and some of Southern
California's most beautiful beaches.
For a free catalog (available in Mid-April):
• Phone (619) 534-4364
• Send a request through E-Mail:
ss2@sdccl2. ucsd.edu

• Browse the web site:
http:// sdcc / 2.ucsd.edu/~ss2/
• Or mail coupon below.
Please mention Code 22.
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to the option of peace."
The high-profile meeting, however,
had little effect on the ground. The
diplomats offered moral support but
no action. Israel renewed its vow to
launch the 6,500 unit project this week.
And the militant Islamic group Hamas
announced it was "making the prepa
Arafat seeks help to halt Israeli rations for serious action to defend all
plans in Jerusalem
Palestinian rights" in Jerusalem.
Persistent warnings of violence from
GAZA CITY — Palestinian Author all quarters have made a serious clash
ity President Yasser Arafat gathered over the Jewish construction project
foreign envoys to his seaside head seem inevitable. Palestinians insist
quarters Saturday in a last-ditch ef they must take a stand on the land
fort to put pressure on Israel to aban where they hope to establish a capi
don plans for a new Jewish neigh tal, while Israelis say they can never
borhood in East Jerusalem and "save back down in the face of threats.
the peace process" from collapse.
Arafat charges that Israel, with Har
"We have stated before that peace Homa, is trying to complete a ring of
and terrorism cannot go hand in Jewish settlements around Jerusalem
hand, so peace and (housing) settle to isolate it from the West Bank. He
ments cannot go hand in glove," says Israel is pre-empting "final sta
Arafat told the diplomats at the start tus" negotiations over East Jerusalem
of the four-hour meeting. "We have and other key issues, which were sup
no choice but to adhere to reason and posed to begin Monday.
President has knee surgery

WASHINGTON — Full of light
banter,-President Clinton emerged
from surgery Friday after suffering
a severe tear to a tendon above his
right knee that could put him on
crutches for months.
Clinton underwent a two-hour,
four-minute operation by a team of
surgeons who specialize in sports
medicine at Bethesda Naval Hospi
tal outside Washington.
The president stumbled outside the
Hobe Sound, Fla., home of profes
sional golfer Greg Norman after 1
a.m. yesterday, he flew back to Wash
ington later in the morning and went
straight to the hospital.
It was an "unusually complex tear,"
said Dr. David Atkinson, the lead

Suspect in Cosby Slaying Identified

LOS ANGELES — Police on Thurs
day identified an 18-year-old Rus
sian immigrant as the man who al
legedly shot and killed Ennis Cosby
during a bungled robbery attempt
nearly two months ago.
Mikail "Michael" Markhasev was
arrested one week ago on suspicion
of murder. Police said Markhasev,
who immigrated to the United States

The VISTA encourages readers to comment or reply to articles or issues in the
paper. All letters must be signed, and include a telephone number and USD ID
number for verification purposes. Names may be withheld upon request. Please
keep letters less than one page, double-spaced. The VISTA reserves the right to edit
for length and clarity.
Letters may be mailed, hand-delivered or sent by e-mail. Address letters to the
USD VISTA attn. Letters to the Editor; 5998 Alcala Park; San Diego, CA 921102492. Hand-delivered letters should be brought to the VISTA office, located at the
University Center, 114B. Send e-mail to vista@pwa.acusd.edu.

A response to every
Beck resignation
article ever written
I'm rather confused about this situ
ation. Why did Amanda resign if
she was fulfilling her duties? She
didn't have to resign if the current
executive board just asked her to.
This entire issue could have been re
solved in senate, where Amanda
could have presented her case. If her
case is as strong as the VISTA and
Amanda have presented it to the
student body, then she probably
would have had no problem in re
taining her position.
Why didn't Amanda go to senate?
Priscilla Villanueva
AS Vice President of Finance,
1995-1996

surgeon and the head of orthopedics
at the hospital. Atkinson conducted a
press conference alongside his surgi
cal team, all dressed in scrubs.
During surgery, the president re
ceived an epidural anesthetic to numb
the lower part of his body and never
lost consciousness during the opera
tion. He therefore did not surrender
presidential powers to Vice President
A1 Gore, as is the usual procedure
when a president expects to be inca
pacitated for any significant length of
time.
eight years ago and lives in the San
Fernando Valley, has a criminal
record.
Los Angeles Police Chief Willie L.
Williams said at a news conference
that investigators have recovered a
knit cap and a handgun that have been
linked to the case. He said tests deter
mined that the gun was used in the
Jan. 16 slaying of Cosby, the 27-yearold son of entertainer Bill Cosby. A
witness had described Cosby's assail
ant as wearing a knit cap.
Homicide investigator tracked
down Markhasev with information
provided by a tipster who initially
called the National Enquirer January
seeking the tabloid's $100,000 reward.

Editor's note: The VISTA News In Brief is compiled from newswire reports

Beck responds regard
ing her resignation
I wanted to take this opportunity
to address the student body regard
ing my resignation from the position
of Vice President, Associated Stu
dent Relations.
First, I would like tosincerely thank
all who took the time and effort to
vote for me last spring. Throughout
my tenure in office, I served you,stu
dent body, to the best of my ability.
I hope I did not let you down.
In this time of student government
elections, I would like to offer a bit
of advice. I think it would behoove
the organization to institutionalize
certain procedures to insure this
does not happen again. If anyone
truly wants to leave a legacy for their
work in student government, I
would suggest a much needed
amendment to the constitution: pro
cedures that specifically outline the
process for dismissal and the justi
fied reasons for such action. For
without those, all actions to that end
will end up with the same results as
my case: an unwarranted ousting
without due process.
Another needed addition is the for
mation of a true judicial branch. It

does not seem correct that the ac
cused was brought before the biased
accusers to be heard out. This is not
how such matters are handled in ei
ther the business or governmental
communities and there is no justifi
cation for maintaining the status quo
at the university level.
It is unfortunate the events of the
past three months have occured in
the manner they did. It cannot be
disputed that the overall situation
was handled extremely poorly and
without substantiation. I am disap
pointed that my time in the Associ
ated Student government ended in
the way that it
did. But even though the process
was less than pleasant, the end re
sult was valuable. I learned who was
there for me as support and who was
along for the ride. It is unfortunate
that the lesson was learned under
these circumstances, for the student
body lost an advocate of their voices
when
I was asked for my resignation. I am
sorry, for your sake, that the Execu
tive Board chose for this to happen.

Amanda Jo Beck

Univcraty of 6ao Diego
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Campus and Community News

Information

E-mail becoming preferred choice of communication
RODEL DIVINA
News Editor
USD students are riding the wave of technology by
sending their essays via electronic mail, or better
known as e-mail.
Like many colleges and universities across the na
tion, USD offers its students free e-mail accounts and
access to Macintosh and iBM-compatible comput
ers in eight facilities.
"E-mail is a vital way to connect people together,
not only for professional activities, but for social and
academic activities as well," said Dr. Jack Pope, di
rector of Academic Computing.
Using e-mail is so common among USD students
and faculty that a new study is comparing it to "pick
ing up a telephone."
"I regularly e-mail my students, and I encourage
them to send me e-mail," said Kate Callen, profes
sor of journalism. "I want the students to learn how
to communicate online."
IDC/Link, a Framingham, Mass., research company
that provides market information to high-tech com
panies, conducted a survey of 1,504 students to ex
trapolate that almost 10 million students use e-mail
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA
regularly and that 6.1 million students send and re
ceive e-mail messages almost everyday.
"Using e-mail saves me money as far as contacting With 92 percent of college students having access to PCs, e-mail may surpass phone use
my family and friends who do not reside in San Di
ego," said sophomore Veronica Cortez. "It allows
The survey also found that about 92 percent of stu dents have their own computers. In fact, college
me to keep in touch with them without having to dents — 13.3 million — have access to personal com students spent $10.2 billion on high technology in
write a letter or spend an exorbitant amount of puters. In contrast, only 30 percent of the work force 1996 and are expected to spend more this year.
money on telephone long distance charges."
has such access.
"Having my own computer gives me the flexibil
The survey also said that 40 percent of students ob
Raymond Boggs, an analyst with ID/LINK, said this ity to do papers at any time without having to worry
tain class assignments electronically and that a com is "an area where students are ahead of the about time constraints," Cortez said.
parable number submit material electronically.
workforce."
The students surveyed were selected randomly
"E-mail allows me to ask my professors questions
"Often a student entering the work world is horri from a representative sampling of two- and fouroutside of their office hours," Cortez said. "A major fied to find outdated equipment, compared with year public and private colleges nationwide.
benefit of doing this is receiving a documented re what's on campus," Boggs said.
The survey, conducted late last year, had a margin
sponse."
In addition, the survey claimed that 7.5 million stu of error of 3 percentage points.

Pizazz and polish: San Diego's business districts are set to be styled
ELIZABETH HIMCHAK
News Editor
San Diego became the first large West
Coast city to receive a"Citywide Main
Street" designation last Thursday at a
reception in the U.S. Grant Hotel in
downtown San Diego.
Mayor Susan Golding was presented
with a symbolic brick by Kennedy
Smith, director of the National Trust
for Historic Preservation's National
Main Street Center, during the presen
tation. Those in attendance included
City Council members, community
leaders, local Business Improvement
District members and small business
owners.
The program will provide San
Diego's 16 Business Improvement Dis
tricts access to nationally-renowned

strategies that have been instrumental
in revitalizing business districts in over
1,200 smaller communities across the
nation. It will help communities gen
erate economic development while re
taining the historic qualities inherent in
their different neighborhoods.
San Diego's pilot program started in
North Park last March. The other BIDs
are Adams Avenue, City Heights, Col
lege Area, Diamond, Downtown, El
Cajon Central, El Cajon Gateway,
Gaslamp Quarter, Hillcrest, La Jolla,
Little Italy, Mission Hills, Old Town,
Ocean Beach and Pacific Beach.
Morena and San Ysidro are two pro
posed BIDs expected to be adopted later
this year.
"Part of what makes San Diego's BID
program different [from] others across
the country ... is that it is the business
owners that assess themselves rather

than the property owners," Golding
said. "It is the small business people in
our city that are making investments
throughout this city, investments that
don't just benefit businesses, but neigh
borhoods too. That makes the differ
ence.
"Our neighborhoods are undergoing
revitalization as well," Golding said. "It
isn't just about preservation. It isn't just
about keeping things as they are. It's
about making them even better, [by]
making sure that the neighborhoods
continue to be the most viable parts of
the city."
According to Golding, although
Morena is the closest proposed BID to
USD, the University community will be
impacted by this program.
"Ultimately, it will [affect USD] be
cause the University is part of a neigh
borhood too," Golding said. "The bet

ter the quality of life in that neigh
borhood, the better it is for the stu
dents who live there at least for four
years."
"When cities start to decay, it's be
cause the neighborhoods have lost
their identity and people no longer
identify with their neighborhoods,"
Golding said. "In large cities there's
been a tendency, historically, to over
look the neighborhoods, [but] if the
neighborhoods continue to be vital
and a wonderful place to live, then
decay does not happen.
"That's why this program is so im
portant," Golding said. "We've al
ready put a tremendous amount of
attention in the neighborhoods and
we've reorganized the city so that we
have a department of neighborhoods

see BUSINESS on page 6
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A USD
personality
lists benefits to
living on
campus.

BUSINESS
continued from page 5

and neighborhood service centers.
The Main Street program will give us
expertise and assistance to the pilot
program in North Park and the oth
ers ... I think it will help make the pro
gram ... even more successful."
The BIDs will invest nearly $1 mil
lion in their local communities. Some
of the benefits that residents will see
include seasonal events and enhanc
ing physical attributes such as store
front renovations, window displays,
art in public places, streetscape im
provements and pedestrian amenities.
Benefits such as these will be brought

about by following the Main Street
program's four step approach of or
ganization, promotion, design and
economic restructuring.
"It is the neighborhoods that are the
building blocks of every city,"
Golding said.
"The partnership between the City,
the North Park pilot program and the
Main Street approach could become
and probably will [be] the model for
all of our communities as we look into
the next century," Golding said. "It
brings the total community together
in a very unique way with pride in
the past, emphasis on the present and
commitment to the future."
San Diego is the only major city in
the United States besides Boston to
receive this distinction.

HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA

Junior Annelyne Dimarucot
lists the Top 5 reasons to take advantage of
on campus housing.
As any typical USD commuter
student can attest, the thought of
being stuck in bumper-tobumper traffic along Interstate 5
just minutes before the start of
his or her early morning class is
comparable to a nightmare. On
top of that, up to one hour might
be spent looking for that elusive
empty parking spot. When this
grueling ordeal is finally over,
unfortunately, the class has prob
ably already concluded. But just
think about how this whole sce
nario could be avoided, if the
commuter student lived on cam
pus.
Junior Annelyne Dimarucot
was the president of the Com
muter Club last year. But now,
as a resident assistant in the Val
ley, she wonders why she didn't
live on campus during her fresh
man and sophomore years.
Annelyne lists the top five rea
sons why students should live on
campus.

1. Now that I live on campus, I am
so glad that I don't have to circle
the Pit 20 times before actually find
ing an empty parking spot. Getting
to my first class from my room only
takes minutes, not hours.
2. I have met more people and been
involved in so many school activi
ties because living at home isolated
me from doing those things.
3. Sometimes when I need a
sweater or when I forget a home
work assignment, all I have to do
is run to my room. I no longer have
to drive to my parents' house 30
miles away.
4. As a commuter, it took me about
30 minutes to get to school. Now,
just getting that extra 30 minutes of
sleep, instead of being stuck on the
freeway before the start of my early
morning class, is so advantageous.
5. I don't think anyone can say that
they know what the true college ex
perience is like until they live on
campus.

The Parking Space
In this brief box, USD s Department of Public Safety hopes to bring you interesting
parking tidbits, including tips on how to avoid a parking ticket. Also, we mil use
this box to answer your parking questions. So send your queries to Frank Holcomb,
Department of Public Safety, Hughes Hall, and if it's not too intelligent a question,
we might answer it.

• Question: "So when is that new west end parking lot going to be
finished?" "Good question," replied Dr. Ruth Westheimer, "it seems
everyone is talking about it." Here's the scoop. We anticipate that
the new 376 space parking lot on the west end of campus (USD
Facilities Management right now calls it the Sports Lot) will be
complete the second week in April. The third week in April, will
begin work on the new parking structure (where most of Phase B
residents park now.)
• As a result of these changes, USD Public Safety (and its underlin
ing Parking Services) is obliged to make some changes in the cam
pus tram route and in the location of some resident student parking
spots. Public Safety will be disseminating information to you about
these improvements the week you return from Spring Break, so that
the week after that, new parking patterns and tram routes can
smoothly go into effect. Here's a hint: right now, depending on the
day of the week and hour of the day, several hundred parking spots
left open in the east side of campus and our new plan hopes to
maximize east campus usage to make main campus parking a bit
less crunched.
• At San Diego State University during their celebration of their
centennial, one student quipped, "100 years and you still can't find
parking." Now, aren't you lucky you go to USD.
(a public service announcement from Public Safety and the VISTA)

ELIZABETH
HIMCHAK
News Editor

1. What do you do as Orienta
tion Board Chair?

Senior
Mark Pages
is the first
Orientation
Board Chair
in
21 years to
serve as Chair
twice.
Pages
is a
Business
Administra
tion
major from
Palm
Springs.

There's a lot of responsibilities
involved. As the chair [I] have
to oversee a lot of the events
going on [during the week]. I
assign board members to pre
pare for activities and I meet
with Dr. Tom Cosgrove [asso
ciate dean of students and Ori
entation advisor] a lot... I wear
many hats during the whole
process. I... meet with the ad
ministration, I'm a peer men
tor for the board members,
[but] I don't see myself as be
ing "the Chair." I try to see
myself as equal with every
body. I hate pointing down and
saying do this, do that...
There's a lot of things that go
on behind the scenes, like de
signing [events],... psychologi
cal planning [and] ... group
dynamics... We try to focus on
the personal touch of Orienta
tion. That's what I call "Omagic."
2. What does the Orientation
Board do?
They ... are my right hand Mark Pages is one of the first people new students will meet next year.
folks. They do as much as I do
as far as making contacts for the back around and my stuff was freshmen came in and felt
events. They coordinate a lot gone. I [thought] "Where did troubled I could tell them my
of the speakers, the rooms ... my stuff go?" I found out later experience.
basically they serve as the liai on that the Orientation Team
son between USD and the put it in my room ... I didn't 4. Why did you want to be on
[other contact people] ... They touch a piece of luggage except O-Board?
are the hands and arms of Ori to take it out of the car. After
I think the main reason I
entation as far as they take that I [thought,] "These people
wanted to get involved with
charge of Orientation [and] de are amazing."
During O-Week I was really the Board was because ... I was
velop it into what it is. At the
beginning they are divided up homesick, like every freshman, the AS president in high school.
[to] do their own duties and ... I didn't despise O-Week, When I got to USD I was look
then at the end [they] all come [but] didn't enjoy it [at first] ing for an outlet to plug into [in
because I was so concerned order] to get involved ... As a
together as one.
[They] not only take care of about wanting to be at home part of the Team I looked at the
the events but help [select and] with my friends... But my team Board and thought, these guys
train the team... [They] help me leader [kept saying] "Come do have a powerful job. They have
produce the O-magic, that per this, come do that," and I [said], a lot of decisions [regarding
sonal touch of Orientation ... "Okay, I'll try it." So later [in what] freshman students will
They are a big part of decision the week] I was starting to en be involved in. I thought it was
making ... Without those guys joy myself [and thought Orien a great opportunity to have that
tation] is a really awesome pro experience ...
it wouldn't run smoothly.
Going through Orientation as
gram.
[At the end of that year]... the a team member [you stay] in
3. How did you get interested
in trying out for O-Team at the signs started to go up saying the background and become
interview for O-Team ... I part of the scenery. You see a
end of your freshman year?
thought I should get involved lot of things that freshmen go
in
this ... so people coming to through [and] it recaps the feel
[When] I came on campus[my
school
[wouldn't] have to deal ings you had when coming to
freshman year] I saw a sea of
with
the
same types of prob USD. When I saw [these
red shirts, I put my stuff down,
lems
I
did...
My main idea was
turned around to get more stuff
see MARK on page 8
just
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get
involved
so when
put of my parents' ear, turned
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A schedule of campus and community events

The presentation is free to the public.
For more information, call Pamela
Sanderson at 236-5847.

TODAY

"Voice Students of Ellen Johnson in Re
cital"
"Voice Students of Ellen Johnson in San Diego Public Library Spring Con
Recital" will be presented in the French cert series
Parlor of Founders Hall at 12 noon.
The San Diego Public Library Spring
Call Fine Arts at 260-2280 for more in Concert series presents Aleck Karis per
formation.
forming works by Schumann, Mozart,
and Beethoven. The concert will be held
"Chicome Cihuatl: Seven Women" Sunday, March 23 at 3 p.m. in the third
opens in Founders Gallery
floor auditorium of the Central Library.
"Chicome Cihuatl: Seven Women," The concert is free and open to the pub
an exhibit of recent works by Mexican lic. For more information, call the
artists, opens this Week in Founders Library's Art and Music Department at
Gallery. It runs from March 19 through 236-5810.
April 26. Gallery hours are 12:30 p.m.
to 8:30 p.m. through March 21 and THIS WEEK
12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday
regularly. The gallery is closed March "Medicine for the Mind and Body: The
24-28. Call 260-2280 for more informa science of Tibetan Medicine"
tion.
Ganden Buddha Norling and The Ti
betan Institute of Medicine and Astrol
THIS WEEKEND
ogy present a one-week special program
of events entitled, "Medicine for the
"Making Democracy Work"
Mind and Body: The science of Tibetan
Sylvia Hampton, president of the San Medicine". The events run from March
Diego County League of Women Vot 24 to March 31. Contact Simi Windward
ers, will be giving a presentation at the at 447-8508 or 260-4461 in the dept. of
San Diego Public Library on March 22 foreign language.
at 2 p.m. in the second floor meeting
room of the Central Library. The pre "Votes for Women" exhibition
sentation is entitled, "Making Democ The San Diego Public Library presents
racy Work", it focuses on the necessity this traveling exhibition celebrating the
of citizen involvement in public affairs. American women's suffrage movement.
MARK

continued from page 7
things] I [thought], we could do this
differently so people won't feel left out
in certain events... I just thought it was
an awesome process and opportunity
to get involved.
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6. What other activities are you or have
you been involved with?

I've been involved with a lot of things.
5. Overall, what is your favorite as I was in [an] AS committee ... I also
pect of Orientation?
joined a fraternity ... I was a pre-med
student before and I joined the pre-med
There's two parts to it. The first part fraternity on campus ... I've been in
is the overall aspect of seeing it put to volved with the Tourero program ...
gether during the summer. I do it on [and] the Student Development Tran
paper. Nobody sees the whole picture, script Program ... since my sophomore
but pieces of it. It's [seeing] the whole, year... I'm on the roller hockey team too.
big picture being put together.
[But,] my most favorite part is meet 7. What advice do you give to new stu
ing [and] shaking hands with people dents?
I've never met before from Utah,
Washington or New York. They [are]
If somebody didn't know I was the
coming to. my school. I say, "Hi. My chair of Orientation and asked me for
name is Mark Pages. I'm here to help advice I'd tell them, your first year is
you." ... Overall, it's being able to say going to be tough, [but]... just give it a
I had an impact on that person's life. chance. Don't sell USD short... Don't
To this day I still have people come up just close your mind and turn your head
to me, who are juniors now, and say, ... See what's out there because USD has
"You were the first person I met when a lot to offer, you just have to find it.
I came to campus." They still know Whatever you do, don't give up. Find
[my] name. I feel bad because some out what USD is all about before you
iewA U
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times I can't remember their name, I've
met so many people ... [It's knowing] I
actually had a role in somebody's life...
They know [me] because [I] was there
for them.
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It opens on March 3 at the Central Li
brary and continues through March 30.
Call Pamela Sanderson at 236-5847 for
more information or to arrange a group
tour of the exhibit.
INFORMATION
Sixth Annual CPR Saturday
The American Red Cross announces its
sixth annual CPR Saturday on March 22.
The classes will begin at 6:30 a.m., 7:30
a.m., 9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m.,
and 12:30 p.m. Each will last approxi
mately 3 hours. Walk-in registration is
available but, as space is limited, the
Red Cross suggests pre-registration. To
pre-register, stop by your local Ameri
can Red Cross office, or call 692-5800,
24 hours a day, between Monday, March
10 and Thursday, March 20.
Epilepsy Society offers free employment
assistance
The Epilepsy Society of San Diego
County offers free employment assis
tance to adults with epilepsy. For more
information about the TAPS program,
contact the Epilepsy Society of San Di
ego County at 296-0161.
Project Vote Smart seeking applicants
Project Vote Smart is seeking appli
cants from USD for internship and
scholarship opportunities. For more in
transfer.
8. What do you like to do in your spare
time?
I don't have any spare time, I'm so
busy ... I like to hang out with my
friends. I'm really into spending a lot
of quality time [with them]. I'm very
sociable. I can't sit in a room by myself
and just study or have leisure time to
myself. I have to be around people. I
like to go work out or play hockey. In
general, I just like spending time with
people.
9. Orientation involves a lot of ice
breakers. Which is your favorite and
why?
My favorite icebreaker is like musical
chairs. You have a bunch of chairs in a
circle, everybody sits down and some
body gets up and says, [for example,]
"I like people who wear dirty socks."
So, anybody who likes to wear dirty
socks has to get up and switch seats
with someone across the room. They
can't switch [with someone] next to
[them]. Somebody is always left out.
Whoever is left out has to stand up and
say, "I like people who ride the tram."
msw vsriT .rnraaJ Ilsdfodaf-d absig-rifxi?

formation, call Ann Yoders at (541)
754-2746 or e-mail at intern@votesmart.org.
Americorps seeks applicants
Americorps, the domestic Peace
Corps, is seeking volunteers. For
more information, call 1-800-942-2677,
or visit AmeriCorps on the web at
http/ / www.cns.gov.
"Team Camp-Out Program"
The San Diego Co. Dept. of Parks and
Recreation and the Greater San Diego
Inner-City Games offer this program
for at-risk youths. The next program
is April 26-27. Call 694-3429 for more
information.
Aviation Scholarship
The San Fernando Valley Chapter of
the Ninety-Nines, Inc., the Interna
tional Organization of Women Pilots,
is offering three $1,000 scholarships to
men and women who are residents of
the greater Los Angeles area, at least
18 years old and plan to further their
aviation-related education in aca
demic or flight schools. Applications
must be postmarked by April 18. 'For
more information or to request an ap
plication send a self-addressed
stamped business size envelope to
SFV 99s Career Scholarships, P. O. Box
8160, Van Nuys, CA 91409.
Everybody rides the tram so every
body in the room gets up, runs across
the room and there's total chaos ... I
think that's the best icebreaker I've
ever seen because ... it forces you to
know people. You run into them
[while running] across the room.
10. What are your goals for Orienta
tion since this is your second year as
the Chair?
Second time around I see things we
did the first time [and I want to im
prove them] ... One of my goals is to
pay more attention to specific details
of tire small groups ... My. ultimate
goal this year is to get professors more
involved. They are involved [since]
they become the preceptors, but stu
dents see them as teachers: they teach,
they get paid, they go home ... [But,]
there are some professors who go out
of their way to know [their students]
... We are trying to work with the
Dean's office to get professors more
involved with Orientation...
Everything else is pretty much [the
same]. We do the same things [each
year],... but behind the scenes I defi
nitely [want to] focus on the personal
touch... that O-magic.
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My brother's name is ulian. But
when he steps out on the basketball
court, his name is Jay — Dr. Jay.
Jay plays the off guard position for
the Brawley Union High School
freshmen team. What he lacks in
height, Jay makes up for in size and
speed. He can dart down the court
like a speeding freight train, demol
ishing any opponent in his path.
I've been thinking about Jay lately
because I'm going home for spring
break. Every time I go home to
Brawley, Jay asks me the same ques
tion.
"So Ho (his nickname for me), are
we going to play one-on-one or
what?"
Usually, my face cringes when he
asks. The last time we played a game
of one-on-one, he nearly killed me.
Everything he put up went in.
Jay drove on me, swish. I put a hand
up in his face, swish. I gave him a
good bump on the way to the bas
ket, swish.I knocked him off balance,
swish. He closed his eyes, swish.
Swish, swish, swish.
Everything he put up went in.
That's why I think of him as Dr. Jay.
That's why I dread playing him
when I go home.

J

playing a group of their elementary
school teachers.
Picture this: a bunch of
But it's hard not to be charmed by the thirtysomethings going toe-to-toe with
guy. He's got a mischievous smile, an 11-year-olds. Jay was making his way
arrogant stride and more confidence down court when one of his classmates
than he can fit in his 5-foot-4 frame. put a body on him. Jay tripped, falling
Even when he drains the three and to the asphalt court. When he rolled
makes you look like a fool, you can't over, it was apparent to everyone that
help but love him.
there was something wrong with his
Jay and I have been playing one-on- arm.
one for years. This is strange consider
Jay was rushed to the hospital. He sat
ing my family has never been sports there for two hours, enduring examina
oriented. In fact, it came as a surprise to tions, poking and prodding. His arm
all of us when Jay decided in fourth was broken. But Jay didn't flinch. Ac
grade that he loved basketball. He cording to my parents, he sat there
started playing playground ball during stone-faced and unmoved.
his recess breaks and would be glued
Jay didn't shed a tear. My dad relished
to the tube whenever Michael Jordan telling that story to the rest of our fam
took flight.
ily. My mom was so proud of him, and
It wasn't long before my dad installed my sister said after he endured that
a basketball hoop in our front yard. Ev pain, he had changed.
eryday we could, Jay and I would play
And he did. His arm healed and he
one-on-one. Of course he would never began the process of rehabilitation. For
win — I was four or five inches taller two years, he practiced every day. Jay
than he was. But he would always try was advancing at a great rate and he
his hardest.
never let his weak arm slow him down.
I was here at USD the day Jay became
Last year, my family realized the ex
a legend in Brawley. He was on his tent of Jay's power on the court the day
sixth-grade basketball team. They were he scored 32 points during a Parks and

Recreation League game. My sister
Linda said he was "like a bolt of
lightening down the court."
"He turned into this basketball ma
chine, every shot he took went in,"
Linda said. My brother smiles
whenever he talks about that day.
So, if you were me, would you
want to play my little brother oneon-one, a kid who can score 32
points at will? But I'm going to do it
when I go home.
Secretly, my little brother's my
hero. He's really an inspiration to
me. Especially now, as I face possi
bly the biggest challenge ever what
I'm going to do after I graduate.
Whenever I feel insecure about my
self, whenever I feel inadequate or
whenever I have to face a seemingly
insurmountable challenge, I think
about Jay and his broken arm. I
think about Jay spending day and
night on the basketball court. I think
of Jay and his 32-point game.
Maybe playing Jay one-on-one
during break won't be so bad. After
all, Jay has a healing power he's not
aware of. I guess he really is a doc
tor, at least he is to me.
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(Feb. 19- Mar. 20)
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You may feel the urge to go up to
the person you've been admiring
and say, " you're cute from afar, but
far from cute." Ouch.

(Aug. 23- $ept.22)
For those who feel life sucks this
week, it probably does if you don't
model for the Vista.

O

Aries Libra
(Mar. 21- Apr. 19)

MINDY CHARSKI

Wait, why does the Deli always
forget to give you a pickle when
you ask for one? Good week to
clear this up.

Northwestern University Campus.
Correspondent
Ruth Berkowitz and five of her
friends spent the cold winter of their
sophomore year at Washington Uni
versity in St. Louis with warm
thoughts of a spring break in South
Padre Island. Berkowitz spent the
months after the trip arguing with a
hotel manager who accused her
group of breaking the room's sleeper
sofa. "We called them several times
and argued with them," Berkowitz
said. "They were saying that we com
pletely destroyed the sofa, that we
must have had a party and jumped
up and down on the bed." Despite
their efforts, the group never got their
$250 deposit back.
. Every spring, as school lets out for
a week, students pack their bags
looking for a place to get away from
it all. But too often scam artists are
looking to get away with students'
hard-earned money. Most commonly
students fall victim to travel scams by
companies selling dream vacations at
amazingly low prices.
"Students and seniors are the most
targeted groups to be taken advan
tage of," said Steve Loucks, the
spokesperson for the American Soci
ety of Travel Agents (ASTA). "Stu
dents are wrongly perceived to be a
little wet behind the ears in terms of
travel planning.
"Usually what you find is some un
scrupulous tour operator who's go
ing directly to students on campuses
with all sorts of flowery offers,"
Loucks said. "The bulk of those of
fers are not legitimate. What we tell
people is anytime you see an offer
that's too good to be true it usually
is."
Tammy, an Indiana University stu
dent, says both a company offering a
boat tour in Puerto Vallarta and the
people she booked her package

(Sept. 23- Oct. 22)
Do you ever wonder why some
people look orange on campus?
You will ponder over this and
realize that it's called fake n' bake.

Taurus Scorpio
(Apr. 20- May 20)
Good things come to those who wait
this week. Ey good things I mean a
really fat paycheck.

(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
This is definitely not the time of
year to get depressed. Unless of
course, you aren't going to Cabo for
spring break.

Gemini Sagittarius
MIKE DOBSON/VISTA

through misrepresented themselves.
"We paid for a boat cruise separate
from the package, and then when we
went to get the tickets there was an
other charge they hadn't told us
about," said Tammy, not wishing to
be identified by her last name. "On
this cruise boat there wasn't a place
for us to sit. They had snorkeling, but
you're snorkeling in a place where's
there's nothing to look at."
The hotel wasn't a "dumpy" hotel,
she says, but they did have to change
rooms after they found cockroaches
in the first one. "That wasn't good,"
she said.
The cost of a spring break trip usu
ally depends on the price of the hotel
room, said Leslie Carroll, branch man
ager of STA Chicago. The cheaper the
price of the trip, the less amenities one
can expect in a hotel room, she says.
"It sometimes sounds like a $299
round-trip with eight nights at a ho
tel
seems like an amazing price that's too
good to be true, but it actually does
exist," she said. "You have to remem
ber that's a quad rate for four people,

see BREAK on page 11

(May 21- June 20)

(Nov. 22- Dec. 21)

You need a new hobby this week. Remember, just because it doesn't kill
Try hanging out in the Deli and you, doesn't mean it only contains
sitting at the same table everyday. chemicals without the skull and cross
bones.

Cancer Capricorn
(June 21 - July 22)
Feel free to drink on the plane this
week. It's alright if your flight
leaves at 8 a.m.

(Dec. 22- Jan. 20)
Beware of your shoes this week, you
might poke your eye out.

Leo Aquarius
(July 23 - Aug. 22)
This week you might want to just
do the least work possible. You're
over it. You've been over it.

(Jan. 21- Feb. 18)
Don't bother Waiting in line,
your VIP card.

use

BREAK
continued from page 10
and it's usually a downtown
hotel... and it will be a onestar hotel with no extras
whatsoever. They have been
known to be unsafe."
Carroll and other travel
agents say the best way stu
dents can protect themselves
against travel scams is to
book the trip through repu
table travel agencies. Agents
have the same access to
Spring Break tour operators
as the people who advertise
packages in college newspa
pers and on flashy posters.
The difference is that most es
tablished travel agencies
know which operators are le
gitimate and trustworthy;
people targeting students do
not always know or care.
And, when you book
through a travel agent every
thing about the trip, includ
ing the hotel room and flight,
are confirmed and you know
exactly how much the trip
will cost. One popular scam
that surfaces about this time
is a $199 per person cruise
package departing out of Or
lando or Fort Lauderdale to
the Bahamas. "The cruise
they're talking about is like a
day ferry," said Sharon Jack
son, publisher of the online
K.L. Smith's Cruise Letter
( h t t P : / /
www.chevychase.com/
cruise). The price does not in
clude air fare to Florida, port
charges or food and the mo
tels included in the package
are fleabags, Jackson said.
"The best advice I can give
to students is if they are
online, go to the travel
newsgroups like the ones
about Caribbean vacations,
Las Vegas vacations," she
said. "These are regular chat
groups and you can ask ques
tions like 'I got this price on
this,' and experienced travels
will tell you about these
kinds of things."
Always pay by credit card,
advises Mark Kantrowitz of
the Air Traveler's Handbook.
That way if you don't receive
the service or the service
wasn't what you expected,
you can dispute the charge
with the credit card company.
He also warns that students
should be wary of companies
with no telephone number
and no listing with Directory
Assistance.

When considering Spring
Break tour packages, ASTA rec
ommends the following guide
lines to ensure you are not be
ing scammed:
* Before paying, get all the de
tails in writing, including total
cost, restrictions that apply,
cancellation penalties, and the
exact names of the airlines and
hotels the package includes.
You should never have to pay
up front just to get information
about a travel package. Pur
chase appropriate insurance in
case you must cancel.
* When you are getting an
evaluation of the offer from a
reputable travel agent, among
the questions you should be
asking are: Does the tour opera
tor belong to a consumer pro
tection plan that would protect
your payment in the
case of the tour company
closed? Has the agency ever
sent a client on a tour with the
company? Also, make sure you
are informed of what addi
tional taxes or surcharges are
involved, such as airport and
port taxes (when going on a
cruise). Also, ask what the cus
tomary or expected gratuities
are on the tour.
* If speaking with a local travel
agent is not convenient, consult
directly with ASTA's Consumer
Affairs Department at 703-7060387 as well as the Better Busi
ness Bureaus or Consumer Pro
tection Agencies in your state.
* If a charter flight is involved,
ask for the charter operator's
name and address and check
their registration with the U.S.
Department of Transportation,
Office of Consumer Affairs, I25, Washington D.C. 20590.
Make sure your check is made
payable to an escrow account
which federal law requires for
charters. You can call the bank
handling the escrow account to
make sure it is valid.
* If you're paying with a credit
card, don't give your informa
tion to a company you have not
yet researched.
* Be cautious with companies
that require you wait at least 60
days to take your trip or require
that you select several dates of
departure for your trip.
Ruth's advice to avoid scams
like the one pulled on her
group is simple: "Be really care
ful inspecting the condo
minium/hotel that you are
staying in as soon as you arrive.
Report anything broken, torn
or stained. Take Polaroids
of it. Make sure they can't pin
it on you."

by r.reid machado
rmachado @ acusd.edu

port de bras, something in the way she moves, she keeps a time that seems to have nothing
to do with the sound that circumambient punches into everything in the room, including me.
i move as a thick dead brown leaf still attached to branch at base, subject to a despotic, tight,
wind, i at that point where winds from each direction collide, i am thrashed about, i if physi
cally a part of a different context would certainly be cause for alarm, save that i am not froth
ing at the mouth, the light flash black flash black strobes, i appear in frames, but she, some
how, escapes the cuts, she is not met with a single opposing gale, she flaps like a flag, her
extremities roll and dance like bike streamers given life by a six- year-old's avarice for speed,
her arms wind around the air like tendrils climbing and weaving around and onto themselves
at a time elapsed pace, her head rolls back and around and her left ear becomes affixed to her
naked shoulder, there she keeps it pressed as a rhythm slow and exact as the sea's swelling
and shrinking possesses her. she is dancing to a memory, she is the motion of feeling, where
are you. and how did you arrive there, i am consumed with envy, my trance is indefatigable,
i need to be subject to those elements that she is. how slow must one move to escape the
fragmentation, how easy are her eyes resting shut while mine can but click and interlace like
claws, i have an inability to mix in. it's an onerous stir, my forearms flex as with the wooden
spoon i push clockwise earth tar and shards of glass, the wretched stink of the steaming famil
iarities. i crave an amnesia, her look says she's got it.
i- i

as her body rolls and her arms
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i exhale hard and break from the branch, i lean forward and deliberately step, slowly,
out of what must have appeared to be harms way. i now only can here the storm around me.
in now what tritely i can only refer to as the eye. i ask for poison, and for poison i pay, and sit
to savor, the cool rocks, and the flavor that knows its own. i never feel the process; can only in
retrospect spy on myself the product, isnft it queer how i slouch to ease my back, the verisi
militude of assuagement, in truth i only hurt more upon straightening up. but it seems so
desirable— what my knotted muscles will i do. i feel like a small soft backed book in a high
school locker, wrinkled, dirty, the smell of metal, ugly edges, ostensibly impressed by heavy
objects and transportation, he is caught in cognition again; using again the present as a ladder
so as to look down upon himself in the third, he knows that it is not possible to participate and
behold simultaneously, and that those who attempt are but endeavoring to ride and balance a
see-saw alone; one can run only so fast from end to end. and that takes its toll on the face, i've
seen it plenty of times in the eyes, it frightens me. i would rather not have the capacity for
such seeings. i witness the running, and it acts to send me running, i notice the program, am
aware of the calculations, the words like make-up. the smiles have mentally already come to
bloom and the reaction, divined, so she smiles knowing me before she has yet to. everyone
knows somewhere that there is no such thing as individuality as it is outwardly expressed by
most; we, are not, the, stones, in a bag, that roll off, of each other, as we profess, our profes
sions are chimerical; we are all alloys, but not me. i'm up here on the ladder, and i add a rung
each winter, my wet hand notices that the glass is sweaty, and the rocks the same size evince
the haste to his method, i give get and return before even the velvet-ette cushion could give
up the heat transferred from my body, i hide again in glances, and ask to be caught in stares,
how does one know when one is being sucked in by another, one just does, so she did. who
would cut the taught ropes that now connect our eyes, not i, not now. i am activated by the
silent exchange, seeing the mind flashing from possible image to image, watching the mani
festations of the organ in her face, can she see that i am beyond fascination with her. am
riveted by our organ's response, the ropes tighter, i feel myself running from end to end. and
i envision the evidence in my own eyes, i am showing a wry grin, i laugh a suppressed laugh,
at the many people involved in this exchange, she has hundreds of options and i behold the
selection process, i am sure that my face has yet to match with the appropriate corresponding
action, one cannot answer until one has understood the question, her lashes again meet, what
to do. to decide is too much of an effort, might as well fall back into the motion of memory.

of control.

£ fluidity.

not only what to decide, but if to. neglected this op
Q
tion. i laugh at the brilliance of her decision as i reach to see if i have enough to trade for
another, i do. so i do. the poison shows me that the ladder's posture is perfect; and a ladder
must slouch must lean else it falls, so i do. out of the eye, into the pressured space, i laugh at
what we choose, and now right back into the region of the colliding winds, my feet i watch
grow into the ground, my skin is thick, and brown, i taste the poison on my lips, i fragment, i
flash, claws lace, my arms by my sides, my hands to them ninety-degrees, my head rolls as if
too heavy to be supported by my neck, i am held in the hands of a six-year old with an avarice
for noise and motion, i am cmtied, ungagged. and i shake and ejaculate air. the over-inflated
balloon that quivers as it pushes out the life that it was supplied with; wants, needs, to rid of
all the air. but can. never, yet there's a certain pleasure in it. she rolls as i take to the punching,
there's an elegant angle to it. together alone, as he feels all are. he smiles, laughs a suppressed
laugh (as if only to mock himself), he smiles, he understands, but it's dry. and it's cold.

So you're all ready to go away for Spring break, but you are
forgetting one thing. What is it?

Andy Marchi

Tim Crilly

Ozzie Carmazzi

Ken Chapman

Junior

Freshman

Junior

Senior

Freshman

"My sanity."

"Where I'm
going."

"I forgot to call
grandma to tell her
that I couldn't find
the kitty litter and
dental lubrication that
she wanted me to
bring home."

"My inflatable
liver."

"Everything."

Amy Schwenck

Having trouble figuring out where to live next year1?
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Stay where you are for the 1997-9? academic year by exercising your "Squatter's Rights"
Continuing students currently living on campus are entitled to keep their same bed spaces from
year to year. If some of your current roommates are not returning next year, the continuing
resident(s) may name (choose) the remaining residents to fill the apartment, room, etc.
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Housing Deportment, Mission Crossroads Building
260-(4G22), Z:90 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Monday - Friday

Peddling arts, music and entertainment

ihotos

Fiona Apple w/ Guadaloop
Spreckles Theatre
3-14-97

Fiona Apple performs "Sleep to Dream"at Spreckles Theatre.

lorm Apple may only be 19 years old,
but she is wise well beyond her years.
Tidal, her 1996 debut release, combines
dark piano parts with Apple's power
fully subtle voice in route to a standout
effort. Since her current single, the
brooding "Shadowboxer," has received
significant media attention, Apple has
often unjustifiably been thrown into the
Alanis Morissette/Tracy Bonham
category.
The truth is that musically, her sound
is closer to Ella Fitzgerald than either of
these two underachievers. It is in fact
difficult to believe that Apple maintains
such a rich, jazzy sound at such a
young age. Like Tori Amos, Apple uses
her piano as her soapbox, a virtual
extension of her physical body.
see FIONA on page 16
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Good
Casa
Bandini:
De
Good for more
than just sangria and sunshine
I'm graduating in May. As
that realization has sunk in, I
have begun making a con
scious effort toexperience the
fullness of what San Diego
has to offer. The sunshine of
the last couple weeks only
served to encourage me to
live up my last few months
here.
So on a particularly sunny
Tuesday morning a couple of
weeks ago, I sat on the patio
of the Casa de Bandini sip
ping sangria out of a huge,
margarita-sized
glass,
munching on chips and salsa
while talking to a couple
friends. The trellised patios
of the historical San Diego
restaurant, located in the
heart of Old Town, are cen
tered around several foun
tains and surrounded by a
variety of tropical plants.
The building itself is one of
the original structures of San
Diego and a former hub of
social and political events. It
served as the home of the
Bandini family as well as a
center of support for the
movement for independence
from Mexico, If you sit inside
you'll surely be impressed by
the bright, yet tasteful decor
as well as the collection of
historical artifacts scattered
about. Every effort has been
made to restore the interior to
its original condition.
During the day, you do have
to deal with the constant
stream of tourists wandering
in to eat and take a break
from their sight-seeing in old
town. But with the right atti
tude, you'll only be amused
by their confused expressions
and rather comically timid
requests that you take about
18 photos of them and their
friends from every conceiv
able angle. The evening
crowd is more local, espe
cially on the weekends when
waits of 45 minutes to an
hour are to be expected.
Don't be daunted though,
you can always sit out on the
veranda with your date and
make jokes at all the passersby's expense.
The food is always excellent
as are the margaritas. The
sangria'anotbad, butnotup
to the standards of Cafe

JONATHAN WENK/FINELINE

James Spader and Deborah Unger star in "Crash."

Crash
JONATHAN CHEN
Leisurepimp

DENNIS VIERA/VISTA

Casa De Bandidi specializes in Mexican cuisine.
Sevilla. The menu is very ex
tensive including numerous
healthy selections, traditional
Mexican dishes of seafood,
beef, chicken and pork. Read
the descriptions and select
something that appeals to your
taste. You can't go wrong. I've
been impressed with every
dish I've tried.
The black beans are particu
larly enticing and I usually will
make an effort to order selec
tions which include them. Sur
prisingly, even the most noto
riously fried dishes, such as the
chimichanga seem unusually
light. Perhaps it's just my
imagination though.
The service is very friendly
when it's available but owing
to the volume of business in
the evenings and perhaps the
relaxed atmosphere which
seems to pervade theentire es
tablishment, waitresses are
rarely there when you need
them.
To order additional drinks,
request chips and salsa and
even pay, you'll need to keep a
sharp eye out and be bold

enough to shout to your at
tendant across the crowded
dining room or patio.
Dining is available both in
side and on the extensive
patios.
I have to recommend out
doors for the day time meals
or sangria sessions and the
inside dining rooms for din
ner.
Casa de Bandini has the
heat lamps so even on cold
nights, you can sit on the
patio and be comfortable,
but you won't experience ei
ther the weight of the
building's history which is
nearly overwhelming inside
or the beautiful gardens
which the darkness hides.
Even though many of you
are not graduating in May
and feel like you can
take San Diego for granted
for a few more years, don't.
This is a great town and res
taurants like Casa de
Bandini only serve to en
hance the city's depth.

— ANDY HENSLER

Ted Turner refused to release
it, James Spader is in it, two
men kiss and grope each other
in it, and it was a Cannes Film
Festival winner—were talk
ing about "Crash," the most
controversial film to hit the
United States in recent years.
Based on a book by J.G.
Ballard of the same title pub
lished in 1973, the film deals
with the theory that a car
crash can be a sexually liber
ating experience. James
Ballard (James Spader) col
lides with Helen Remington
(Holly Hunter). The two then
become involved with
Vaughan (Elias Koteas), a
mad-scientist-like figure who
reconstructs famous car
crashes. Sex, cars and car
crashes become an inter
twined fascination for this
group of people. There are nu
merous sex scenes: sex in a
parked car, sex in a car dur
ing a car wash, sex before
crashing cars, sex after crash
ing cars, you get the idea.
Pushing the limits of its NC17 rating, "Crash" relentlessly
shoves graphic images down
the audience's throat. While
sex and violence have been
prerequisites for Hollywood
blockbusters, "Crash" depicts
the unusual sides of sex and

fetishes. Frankly, we're not
used to seeing two men and a
woman watching a crash-test
video while groping each other
in the crotch. We are condi
tioned to a more eroticized
mode of conventional sex be
tween attractive heterosexual
couples.
Can a film be blamed for be
ing "original, daring , auda
cious?" No, but none of three
criteria that make up the
Cannes Films Special Jury
Award is a synonym for excel
lence. Much of the world-wide
controversy,
including
England's ban on the book and
the movie, has to do with the
fact that people are uncomfort
able with the subject matter
and hence are rejecting it.
Shocking as the film may be,
that's the only virtue of this dis
turbing
picture. The characters operate
only on a primal, instinctual
level. They are bound by this
compulsive need to up the sex
ante. None of the characters
have emotional attachments to
others. It is impossible for the
audience to sympathize, let
alone empathize with these
borderline psychopaths.
Having made "Dead Ring
ers," "The Fly" and "The Scan
ners," David Cronenberg
brings us his usual style of
gruesome graphic details. We
can expect to hear more contro
versy and hype on this film in
the media. But "Crash" will re
main a hollow tale that does
little more than shock.

The Boo Radleys
Come On Kids
Mercury
•••

yourself: Disengage; the only way to
win. Now the photo's lost it's voice . You
are alone again." (which adds just
enough weirdness to create a comfort
ing distance).

— KERRY KRASTS
Shudder To Think
50,000 B.C.
Epic Records

If the road to hell is paved with
good intentions, then The Boo
Radleys' newest album Come on Kids
••••1/2
deserves a star in the sidewalk.
Come On Kids has a nice mix of the
Shudder to Hunk's second major la
old and the new, a positive use of
technology and enough of a theme bel album, 50,000 B.C., is monumental,
that it welcomes empathy and un rich in texture and heavy with sub
stance. The Washington D.C.-based trio,
derstanding. Come On Kids!
I had an instinct about this band who are self-professed "art rock
since I heard the name Boo Radleys. whores," specialize in delivering struc
As a member of the unintelligentsia turally complex music with a raw, fe
that is familiar with "To Kill a Mock ver-driven edge.
50,000 B.C. sounds like an angel on
ing Bird," I always had a feeling.
heroin,
simultaneously floating to and
This album has rock opera written
all over it. It has a schizophrenic el falling from the heavens. The band's
ement in that each song, though new batch of songs are both oddly
linked with a common theme, has a celebratory and dissonant. Shudder to
totally different sound. It's like a Think maintains the angst-filled vibe of
smorgasbord of sound and tech its early records on Dischord (home of
nique. With different singers, differ Fugazi) while exploring seldom-seen
ent instruments, different rhythms facets of its musical expertise.
"Call of the Playground," the album's
and different styles.
In the style of Nine Inch Nails (in opener, is a razor blade overture that
this case 6 inches) "Fortunate Sons" starts and stops with wild abandon.
goes a bit techno. Pink Floyd does Vocalist Craig Wedren sounds like a
the Zombies in "New Brighton," and demented choir boy. His careening fal
an annoyingly accurate Oasis imita setto struts that fine line between com
tion in "Ride the Tiger," create an al pelling and annoying, but he always
bum that is a bit spastic, but it has manages to come through for his
enough intent to make it pretty cool. bandmates, augmenting Shudder to
Though I have a few select favor Think's sound with his unique vocal
ites, there is something about those range.
"The Man Who Rolls" and "She's a
favorites that call me to keep listen
ing to them. It's appeal is illustrious, Skull" are the record's college rock an
and it is twisted. Perhaps I'm a thems, pulsing and writhing with great
sucker, too sympathetic to the senti fervor. Guitarist Nate Larson and bass
ments "Come On Kids! Throw out ist Stuart Hill anchor the band's slick
your olds for a new sound ... And rock attack. "Kissesmack of Past Ac
f *ck the ones who tell you the lie that tion," my early choice for the album's
best track, features a really cool inter
life is the time before dying."
"Everything is Sorrow," the fifth lude, ripe with hand claps and primal
track on the album, has Floyd writ drum beats.
Shudder to Think ventures into un
ten all over it. The sickeningly but
weakly friendly voice hisses, "And known musical terrain with the
you know you shouldn't have an standout tracks, "The Saddest Day of
other cigarette, but nothin' else My Life" and "All Eyes are Different."
Both feature fairly straightforward lyr
makes much sense"
It continues with growing force, ics, a welcome change of pace from
"Another one has dragged you home Wedren's highly intellectual and often
and swore that you're the only one obscure words. "The Saddest Day of My
... Who dreamed they played a spe Life" is a touching ballad that gallops
cial part, you'd write their name along at a bittersweet pace. Wedren's
across your heart. Don't be blue all performance has a mysterious and sen
the time; know the truth, read the sual quality that tugs and pulls on the
signs, live your life as a lie. Know listener's heart strings.
"All Eyes are Different" has a some
where to go. And once you recog
nize the truth, that all is sad and what different feel, invoking images of
you're the truth, you might as well a Broadway show tune gone terribly
fight the day, kick back and embrace wrong. The song features crystal clear

guitar harmonics, a nice string arrange
ment and of course, Wedren's over-thetop vocals.
50,000 B.C. is a great album to listen
to, but if you have a computer, you can
also see the album. The CD has multi
media capabilities, which allows Shud
der to Think fans to access some sur
prise performances from the band. The
multimedia component contains videos
of three acoustic songs ("The Man Who
Rolls," "She's a Skull" and "Lonesome
Dove"), an audio/visual collage and a
section that traces the evolution of three
songs from the album.
Shudder to Think is a tough band to
categorize, despite its highly stylized
image. But that's part of its beauty.
Shudder to Think produces highly
unique albums that brim with calcu
lated theatrics, yet it is blessed with the
ability to always sound genuine. The
group's latest effort is a sonic high that
is hard to come down from. 50,000 B.C.
is well ahead of its time.

— J. SANTOS
OMC
How Bizarre
Mercury

••••
The coolest thing about OMC's album
How Bizarre is that it contains all your
old favorite songs, incognito and with
the benefit of New Zealander Pauly
Fuemana's smooth-as-silk vocals. OK,
maybe not all your favorites, but it can't
be denied that "Lingo With The Gringo"
sounds an awful lot like Simply Red's
"Holding Back the Years" with a touch
of Snoop Doggy Dog. Needless to say,
it's the bad apple of the album. But
How Bizarre breaks two favorite old
cliches. This time, the bad apple doesn't
spoil the whole bunch, and you can
judge the book by its cover (or in this
case the CD).
The easiest way to judge the quality
of the songs on How Bizarre is by read
ing the song titles. The CD opens with
four great songs back to back: "On the
Run," "How Bizarre," "Never Coming
Back" and "Breaking My Heart."

see REVIEWS on page 16

Ratings System
Cocktails
•••••
Gin and Tonic with a lime
-kit-kit

Captains and ginger ale with a lime

•••
Kaluah and milk

••
Midori Sour

•
Zima, Night Train or Strawberry Hill

From the vault
A weekly showcase of musthave's from Greg Grassi's
bottomless CD collection.
This week's selection:
Mephiskapheles
God Bless Satan
Maraschino Music

1994
Can you say satanic ska? That's
right, from the title of its album to
the name of its publishing com
pany, Pass The Virgin Music,
Mephiskapheles is all about the
dark lord. The band's use of devil
ish motifs is so overwhelmingly
prevalent that one begins to won
der if these guys are pulling your
leg.
In other words, Mephiskapheles'
evil obsession may just be an in
tense form of mockery much like
the way vulgar folk heroes, The
Frogs, walk the thin line between
homosexuality and homophobia.
Song titles such as "Doomsday"
and "Satanic Debris" reflect this ad
miration/ mockery.
Musically, Mephiskapheles is in
deed scary. More creepy than
shocking, the band uses organs and
horns to develop a dark atmo
sphere for lead singer, The Nubian
Nightmare's choppy lyrical
stylings. Perhaps this is truly the
music of the devil, imitating
children's nursery rhymes in tone
(the song "Doomsday" contains a
warped few measures of "When
You Wish Upon A Star"). Unlike socalled "death metal" groups like
Cannibal Corpse and Slayer, whose
evil message in overshadowed by
distorted guitars, Mephiskapheles
clearly states its satanic propa
ganda.
This being said, you need not be a
practicing Satanist to enjoy this
band's music, especially if you have
a sense of humor.
Surprisingly enough, as the album
progresses, it seems that
Mephiskapheles is capable of nonsatanic times. The song "Saba," in
which guitarist Brendog takes over
lead vocals, is a delightfully
danceable tune while "The Bumble
Bee Tuna Song," God Bless Satan's
closing number, is a party anthem
waiting to happen. After a few
listenings, it becomes more and
more
apparent
that
Mephiskapheles' devil fetish is one
big silly hoax. Then again, they say
the greatest trick that the devil ever
pulled was convincing man that he
doesn't exist.

-r

Book Smart
"The Alienist"
Caleb Carr
Bantam Books

N ick T amburri/VISTA

Send me an angel: Apple played her piano for part of her performance.

FIONA
continued from page 13

But, unlike Amos, whose
flow changes as frequently as
her vocal pitch, Fiona stays
slightly restrained, her emo
tion emerging slowly from
her youthful shell. On stage,
Apple appears like an old
soul at a high school talent
show, her emotional experi
ence extending far beyond
her limited time on earth.
When she stepped onto the
stage at the elegant Spreckels
Theatre, Apple nervously an
nounced that this show was
to be her first headlining
show ever. After her opening
number, the appropriately
titled "The Child Is Gone,"
Fiona uncomfortably ex
claimed "I can't believe you
people all came to see me ...

forces and the magnetic attrac
tion between Elvis' and Jim
continued from page 15
Morrison's grave. Or, it could
Letting up momentarily for just be that the music is upbeat
the above mentioned "Lingo and catchy, the vocals are
With a Gringo," it picks right smooth and romantic and (for
up where it let off with tracks some of us) that Pauly
seven, eight and nine, but Fuemana is enfuego.
ends on a kind of sour note
How Bizarre is a great album
with the fairly irritating track if you are going to have an all"She Loves Italian."
girl slumber party at which oc
How Bizarre has been play curs a down-pillow popping
ing in our office since its ar pillow fight in your underwear.
rival, which some attribute to (But that only happens in the
hidden subliminal messages movies.) However, if your
which make the album looking for that sort of effect,
addictively irresistible, and the 'throwing-caution-to-thesome attribute it to the syn wind-and-dancin'-your-littleergistic combination of alien booty-off effect, give OMC a
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Somebody just tell me it will all soared through the second
be all right." Throughout the half of her set which in
night, Apple gave the crowd cluded the softy pleading
insight into the nature and mo "Carrion."
tivations of her songs with a
Like a seasoned performer,
girlish charm reminiscent of Fiona saved the best for last.
her chronological age rather Her closing solo perfor
than the maturity her stage mance of "Never Is A Prom
presence projects. The song ise," the absolute highlight
"Sullen Girl," a jazzy testimo of the evening, proved a
nial of alienation, highlighted touching view into Apple's
this dichotomy as Apple con soul. When she whispered
fessed "When I was in high the lyrics "You say you un
school, no one talked to me be derstand/ You'll never un
cause everyone thought I was derstand," the tears were
weird."
evident in her voice. After
However, after this digres this emotionally draining
sion, the young artist moved experience, it seemed doubt
through the remainder of Tidal ful that Apple would con
with intense emotion, alternat tinue, but she returned for a
ing from her position at the pi beautifully reverent encore
ano to the center-stage micro rendition of Jimi Hendrix's
phone where she slithered se ballad "Angel," her "first
ductively during "Sleep To cover song." She may have
Dream" and the penitent dedicated the song to her sis
"Criminal." Fiona even donned ter, but Fiona Apple was the
a pair of angel wings as she real angel on this evening.
spm.
The acoustic guitar work on
How Bizarre creates a beauti
fully simple backdrop to
Fuemana's heavily accented
lyrics and upbeat tempos.
It's a great album to groove
to and may even have some
undocumented anti-depres
sant qualities, (it's cheaper
than Prozac). One wonders
why an album with such a
potentially wide appeal
hasn't been heard on the ra
dio yet, but then again, radio
often proves itself to be
downright depressing.

— KERRY KRASTS

Anyone who believes that
brutal crimes are a new phe
nomenon should read this
novel that tracks the hunt for
the first serial killer in New
York City. Although "The
Alienist" is a fictional work, it
is loaded with familiar and
historically significant names
that plunges the reader into
the distant past and creates a
realistic story that leaves the
reader wondering if the
events chronicled did indeed
occur.
Following the controversial
Dr. Kriezler as he rounds up
a team to investigate the bru
tal murders of young immi
grant boys in the slums of
New York City in 1896, the
reader encounters characters
including police commis
sioner and soon-to-be presi
dent Theodore Roosevelt and
financier J.P. Morgan.
Intertwined in this chilling
tale of gruesome murder is a
reflection upon the politics
and social upheaval of the era,
producing a timeless com
ment on the humanity in
America.
This period thriller describes
in elaborate detail the meth
ods by which this brutal mur
derer was analyzed and ap
prehended, while never lack
ing in suspense. The "inno
vative" methods, like finger
printing and pyschological
analysis, that the investigators
pioneer are so cutting-edge
that they are not even valid
evidence in the courts, forcing
the reader into a time when
DNA testing didn't exist and
tracking a killer was an intel
lectual venture and not a tech
nological one.
The amount of research that
must have gone into this novel
boggles my mind. From the

description of 19th century
New York to the use of his
torical figures as fictional
characers, this novel is unbe
lievably believable. I was
thoroughly absorbed in the
story and felt transported to
the setting, as if I could walk
right out onto a cobblestone
road and hail a horse-drawn
carriage. Every bit of your
mind is used, drawing on
knowledge from every
American history class
you've ever taken or any
piece of historical trivia stored
in the deep recesses of your
brain to more fully compre
hend the story.
The beautiful part is that this
knowledge is not necessary to
enjoy and understand the
book, rather it provides you
with a deeper level of under
standing and quite frankly
makes you feel extremely eru
dite when you recognize a
name or place. You'll be
drawing your own conclu
sions as to the identity and
character traits of the serial
killer and won't be able to put
the book down until you've
seen whether your hypothesis
pans out.
The most unique aspect of
this deftly crafted suspense
novel is the fact that it enticed
me to learn more about his
tory and how the process of
hunting down a criminal has
changed as a result of techno
logical advances. I was so ad
dicted to this book that I car
ried it practically everywhere
with me, reading a page or
two between classesand even
ditching a class or two (hey, it
was for an educational pur
pose) just to finish it. Grab a
copy of this book to curl up
with on a rainy or sunny day,
but beware—it's fairly
graphic and you may not
want to read it when you're
home alone.

— BETH FISCHMAN

Can I get a little lovin'?

Last weekend in the city that never sleeps, I was
able to spend three days in an absolute state of
euphoria as I pumped my hard earned money
into the nickel slots. After I ran out of nickels
and complimentary buffet coupons, I was forced
to cruise the Strip looking for an easy way to make
a quick couple of silver tokens. To my surprise
and renewed heartache, I ran into Pamela and her
walking tattoo as they were coming out of the
Tropicana. At first, Pamela didn't recognize me
in my orange pin-striped tuxedo. After I told her
about my trip to Malibu with nothing other than
mistletoe on my goodies, miss silicon let out a
gasp of what I thought was joy, but then had
Tommy boy knock me to the pavement with one
swift kick to you know where. It was just my
luck because as my head hit the ground and I mo
mentarily lost consciousness, I saw a silver dol
lar lying on the ground. I awoke from my black
out and grabbed the Coin with one hand while I
consoled my battered friend with the other. I
knew it was finally my chance to hit it big so I
called Daisy Duke collect to ask her to marry me.
Unfortunately, she said no because I didn't save
her 44% by dialing 1-800-Call-ATT. All I could
think was oh well, at least I still had my silver
dollar, a pair of sore goodies, and a few treasured
memories of Pamela.

Off!
Top 5
things to do
over spring break...

If she wasn't so into being proportion
ately large, I might just have a chance
of getting in her hat?

5) Come to know Jesus
4) Go to "Electric Beach" to get three
fake n' bakes for $9.99
3) Go camping and make love to a bear
2) Call your dentist to tell him that you
lied and you haven't been using Crest
l3/4) Hop in the sack with your local
bartender
1V2) Write out 100 times: "I will not
drink too much tequila and wet my
bed like a baby."
1V4) Go to Hawaii and get
"lei-d"
1) Study for finals

Boyant

Here's a head only a mother could love.

I don't know about you, but it's been a pretty nutty week. Any week that starts off with St. Patrick's Day
for Monday is going to be a little off balance. My body is still recouping from all the green food and drinks
(I think they were just old).
There really isn't any structure to the section this week since several Offbeat consultants were in search
of an alternative source of financial support in Las Vegas (yeah they did so well that Matt came back only
wearing his shorts and now we have to borrow pens from people to write our articles — thanks Matt).
Due to his "great" gambling techniques we are now the very first homeless newspaper section. Oh well
this week I just want to ask a few questions and point out some observations and tell a story about a
friend of mine, (this was back in the good oT days when I had a couple of friends).
I don't know if you have ever noticed or not, but there is some pretty spooky stuff going on in the library.
I'm talking about those evil heads in the reference section. You have that one dude's head who has no
eyes and is staring up at the ceiling with his mouth open like some zombie. Down the line there's some
Caesar looking guy who had the back of his head bitten off but some kind of mutant sasquash. Then
across from them is some scary, gypsy-witch who looks ticked off and if you get too close she'll turn you
into a Pez dispenser and instead of candy coming out when people pull your head back, your internal
organs will spew out (Oh). Anyways, now I try to stay as far away from the library as possible, except for
when nature calls. P.S. I wanna go somewhere, where the beer flows like wine and the women instinc
tively flock like the Salmon of Capistrano.
R
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For all the eating disorders on
this campus, they should have an
Epicac Smoothie. »
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USD sports updates

This Week's
Schedule
Men's Baseball

Thur., Mar. 20 vs. Point Loma
@ Point Loma Nazarene
2:45 pm
Fri., Mar. 21 vs. Dartmouth
@ Point Loma Nazarene
2:45 pm
Wed., Mar. 26 vs. Point Loma
Nazarene
I pm
Women's Tennis

Fri., Mar. 21 vs. Princeton
II am
Sat., Mar. 22 vs. UC Berkeley
10 am
Tue., Mar. 25 vs. Northwestern
10 am
Wed., Mar. 26 vs. Stanford
12 pm
Men's Tennis

Fri., Mar. 21 vs. Dartmouth
1:30 pm
Women's Softball

Fogarty and Dougherty honored for achievements
BY GENO VLLLANUEVA
Sports Editor
The Walter J. Zable/San Diego Chapter of
the National Football Foundation and Col
lege Hall of Fame honored twenty-six high
school, college and university outstanding
scholar-leader-athletes and two coaches from
schools in San Diego, last Friday at the Town
and Country Convention Center.
Among these honorees were football/base
ball player Jeb Dougherty and former foot
ball head coach Brian Fogarty.
Focused mainly towards high school ath
letes, only three awards were given to col
lege football players. Three coaches were also
given awards, including legendary Chargers
and Aztec football coach John Coryell.
Jeb Dougherty, without a doubt, has been
Brian Fogarty.
Jeb Dougherty.
one of the most decorated athletes in Torero
COURTESY OF THE SPORTS CENTER
history. A two-time academic ail-American
with a 3.5 grade point average, the defensive
back from Yucca Valley was a three-time allconference football player. He was also named the Pioneer League's defensive player of the year.
In addition to winning the football team's strength coaches and special teams' Player of the Year awards, Dougherty
was also named to the Associated Press NCAA all-American football team.
Also academic all-American and all-conference in baseball, Dougherty was voted the teams Most Valuable Player
and won the Hustle Award.
He was named to the GTE all-American academic first team and won a $10,000 Burger King scholarship for ath
letic-academic excellence.
Three of Dougherty's years on the football team have been under another honoree, former head football coach
Brian Fogarty, who was named the Meritorious Coach of the Year.
Of his 13 seasons as USD's head coach, Fogarty guided the football team to a winning percentage of .500 or better.
In 1993, he helped the team's move from a Division III team to the NCAA I-AA Pioneer Football League.
Back in the Division III years, Fogarty directed the team to four consecutive seven-win seasons with a record of 289-1 during that seven year span.
Whatever effect he had on his players, he produced 15 all-academic players in his last three seasons. Since 1983, a
scholar-athlete from USD has been honored each year by the National Football Foundation and College Hall of
Fame, San Diego chapter.
Fogarty has also served on the Walter J. Zable/San Diego chapter of the National Football Foundation's board of
directors for nine years. He also served on the all-America selection committee for District IX and the western
regional advisory committee for Division III rankings. Now in his first year as associate director of athletics for
athletic development at USD, Fogarty continues to make a difference in the USD community.

Fri., Mar. 21-Sat., Mar. 22
@ Redlands Tournament TBA
Women's Crew

Sat., Mar. 22 Orange Coast
College Regatta
@ Newport Beach, CA
7 am
Men's Golf

Mon., Mar. 24-Tue., Mar. 25
George Buzzine/Stanislaus
Invitational
@ Turlock CC TBA

Horn

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
The USD Women's Lacrosse team came away with another undefeated
weekend, crushing both Pepperdine and Loyola Marymount. Their strong
finish in league games will act as an incentive as they focus their efforts
towards winning the championship in April.
USD went up the coast Saturday to defeat Pepperdine 18-7. The Toreros
had a strong first half, enabling them to hold the ball and the lead through
out the second half to win the game. Allison Dodds scored an incredible
nine goals. Missy Dye and Julie Jencks pitched in five and two, respec
tively.
On Sunday, USD defeated LMU at home 14-3. The fans cheered onthe
Toreros as they skillfully worked the ball to complete some great plays.
USD goalie, Cynthia Shafto, had a great game by shutting down LMU's
attack with 16 saves. Dye led the team with four goals, followed by Jencks
and Dodds with three goals apiece and Tiffany Jackson scored two.
The women's lacrosse team ends their regular season with a 7-1 second
HECTOR ROBERTS/VISTA
The lacrosse team celebrates after | place finish, as they head to the championships on the weekend of April

scoring a hard earned goal.

26~27

- MISSY DYE

Athletesof
MEN'S GOLF
On Tuesday March 11 USD men's
golf hosted the Ashworth Invitational
tournament at Shadowridge Country
Club. The Toreros finished eleventh
overall with a total 907 strokes. The
University of Central Florida finished
first with a combined total of 879.
Keshav Misra led the Toreros by fin
ishing twelfth overall. His three
round performance left him six over
par with a total of 222 strokes.
Next week the Toreros will travel
north to Turlock Country Club to
compete in the George Buzzine/
Stainislaus Invitational.
- BRIAN HILLINS

After 34 seasons in
the Toreros' baseball
program, head coach
John Cunningham
won his 800th career
game, guiding his
team to an 11-2
victory over BYU.
An American
Baseball Coaches
Association Hall of
Fame inductee in
1991, J.C. is ranked
in the top forty in
all-time victories by
Division I coaches.

COURTESY OF THE SPORTS CENTER

John Cunningham

Zuzana LeSenarova

Toreros baseball

Women's tennis

USD Baseball Takes 3 of 4 From St. Mary's
The Toreros now have a 3-1 record in the WCC after the conference opening series with
Gaels of St. Mary's. The Toreros overall record is now 10-11. USD played nine consecu
tive games against the top tanked 25 teams before entering play this weekend.
Friday's game was a very big victory for San Diego. Freshman Marty Hayes knocked
in the first run of the game on a single up the middle. Freshman Tony Lopresti also
stepped up in the fifth inning and collected a two RBI single. Brian Mazone was master
ful on the mound, giving up only two runs with eight strikeouts in over seven innings of
work. Mazone picked up his third win of the year as the Toreros won 3-2.
In the first game of a double header on Saturday, St. Mary's found themselves ahead 41 after a three-run homer off Dan Giese in the fourth inning. USD could not finish off
their comeback as Matt Kuseski was stranded on base after reaching second with no
outs in the final inning. The final score was 4-3. Mazone and Kuseski each had two hits
as Kevin Reese suffered his third loss of the year.
The Toreros bounced back in the second game, exploding for five runs in the fourth
inning. Freshman Alan Leuthard capped the inning off wioth a three-run triple, scoring
from an error on the play. Bart Mardich had the Gaels' number, striking out twelve in
just over six innings. The game was called after the seventh due to darkness as thefinal
was 9-3. Miadich improved to 3-2 on the year.
San Diego recieved another clutch pitching performance on Sunday when sophomore
Mark Vallecorsa shut out St. Mary's out for more than seven innings before giving way
to relieverBrian Springer, who finished up the eighth inning. Freshman Mike Amundson
closed out the ninth to shut down the Gaels 2-0. Jay Parks and Tony Betancourt each had
RBI singles for the Toreros only runs. Vallecorsa's record is now 2-1.
USD plays in the "Bombs at the Beach" Tournament at Point Loma Nazarene College
this week. They played BYU on Tuesday and pounded them 11-2, giving head coach,
John Cunningham, his 800th career victory. In that game, Brian Mazone provided solid
pitching along with hot hitting from Eli Cecil, who went 3-for-3, and Chris Liosi, Tony
LoPresti, and Marty Hayes, who all had two hits each.
_ .
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Week-,
In the USD
Women's Classic
second place finish
last weekend, the
freshman from
Czech Republic
won all three of her
singles matches
seeded at No. 1.
Lesenarova also
teamed with Brigid
Joyce at No. 1
doubles to win all
three doubles
matches. These
victories have put
her in the national
rankings at No. 71.

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
' •, . v

•.

'

v

The University of San
Diego men's tennis
team shut out Princeton
University on Monday
with a score of 7-0. USD
improves to 5-7 thanks
to outstanding singles
matches from J.P.
LaBarrie and Rikard
Roos who crushed their
opponents with scores
of 6-1, 6-1, and 6-2, 6-1,
respectively. In doubles
action, all three teams of
M a l d o n a d o /
Rodriguez,
Roos/
Lindblom, and Haber/
their
Webb won
matches. This Friday
the Toreros will host
Dartmouth at 1:30 pm.
MIKE DOBSON/VISTA

- B R I A N
VELASQUEZ

German Maldonado warms up
during practice.

WOMEN'S CREW
Two down, six more to go until the Pacific Coast Championships.
USD's women's crew raced USC at Mission Bay ori Friday at 5 pm
after delays due to course adjustment and USC's arrival.
The varsity women's crew team stomped on USC this weekend in
their second duel of the season. The varsity team won by four sec
onds in a tough race.
The course was 1,750 meters, a bit shorter than the usual 2,000meter race. Both boats jockeyed for position until they had about
500 meters to go. Then, the Torero crew pulled ahead to stay.
The novice women's team lost to the USC "A" boat by one second
while beating the "B" boat by a considerable margin, about seven
seconds. The men's team did not race over the Spring Holiday. The
next race for both teams is the OCC Berg Cup in Newport.

A USD player crawls into third base after banging a triple to deep center.

- JENNIFER VARSAK

WOMEN'S TENNIS
This past weekend the Uni
versity of San Diego
women's tennis team hosted
the 1997 Women's Tennis
Classic and placed second in
a field of eight.
In Friday's first round, San
Diego faced Yale and easily
advanced with a 5-2 victory.
Zuzana Lesenarova, Brigid
Joyce, Tasha Jackson, and
Millie Prior gavelheir all to
produce convincing wins.
Lesenarova and Joyce
teamed up for a win in the
only doubles match.
The second match against
Washington State proved to
be even easier than the first,
as the Toreros downed the
Cougars 6-1. USD's Zuzana
Lesenarova and Brigid Joyce
won their singles matches at
No.l and No.2, respectively,
and then teamed up at No.l
doubles for an 8-3 victory.
In Sunday's championship
match, USD took on Fresno
State and came up short with
a 5-4 loss. The deciding
point came at No.3 doubles
where Fresno State's Renee
Kops-Jones and Teije Pallo
outlasted USD's Julie Baird
and Millie Prior by the score
of 9-7. For the third straight
day of tournament play,
USD received wins at No.l
and No.2 singles with
Zuzana Lesenarova and
Brigid Joyce winning their
respective matches and then
teaming up at No.l doubles
for a victory.

Freshman Shannon Pace came into USD hop
ing improve the diving program at USD. Be
ing the only Torero to qualify for the NCAA
Championships, she did.
Last Saturday at the Zone E NCAA Diving
Championships in the U.S. Air Force Acad
emy, Pace competed in the one meter and the
three meter events that had over fifty competi
tors, as well as the platform diving competi
tion.
Surviving an elimination in the one and two
meter competitions, Pace went on to finish
29th and 24th respectively. In addition to the
one and two meter competitions, Pace braved
the heights of the platform competition and
finished an impressive 12th place.
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Ulhy did I transfer to Chapman
from my previous lai school?
BeCaUSe I Studied,

fllichael SailEg. Student

I was at an ABAaccredited law
school, and I was
doing well. But I
wanted to do better.

"Chapman, I found, does everything first-rate. That's
obvious throughout their entire School of Law.
"From their well-planned, comprehensive library to their
distinguished faculty, from their
conscious decision to keep class
sizes small to their generous

Student System Developers and
Functional Experts

scholarship packages.

Campus Solutions, Inc., in partnership with PeopleSoft, is developing a
fully integrated suite of Student Administration systems. Headquartered
in the Los Angeles area, Campus Solutions has exciting career opportu
nities for Developers and Functional Specialists.
Our most important requirement is actual, hands-on involvement in Stu
dent Systems developmyrt or implementation.
We have openings for developers and functional experts in the areas of
Students Records, Academic Advisement, Admissions, financial Aid, and
Student Financials. If you understand student information systems and
end user needs, and have a technical background, or are a strong student
system developer with SQL and COBOL experience, we want to talk to
you. Successful candidates will be fully trained in PeopleTools, and as
signed to one of our development teams located in the Los Angeles are.
These positions require minimal travel. Relocation a must.

"If you want to be a
lawyer, realize you have a
lot of studying ahead of you
But in my opinion, the most
important studying you'll do starts
with studying Chapman University
right now."

CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY

If you want to be a part of the most exciting and challenging project in
the student systems business, please fax your resume to (818) 837-3185.
If you are attending the CAUSE conference this year please stop by the
PeopleSoft booth and visit us.

Campus Solutions
15515 San Fernando Mission Blvd., Suite 6
Mission Hills, CA 91345
Fax —(818) 837-3185

S C H O O L
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Smaller classes. Larger opportunities.

7 1 4 - 5 1 7 - 0 3 0 5
E-mail: jolindse@chapman.edu

USD GRADUATE
STUDENT OWNED

GRAND OPENING
MARCH 21,1997

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

Women's softball im
proved their record by
sweeping Pomona Pitzer in
a doubleheader on Friday,
March 14. Vanessa Leyvas
led the Toreros in Game One
with 3 runs batted in and a
home run. Teammates
Trisha Smith and Colleen
Norman also helped by
driving in 2 runs each by
hitting home runs. Norman
also helped the Toreros on
defense with three strike
outs and three earned rims
in her five innings pitched.
Kylee Hobb relieved
Norman to bring home the
12-5 victory for the Toreros.

IF YOU NEED SOME LOVIN', COME ON DOWN TO
OFFBEAT AND WE'LL GIVE
YOU A
QUARTER TO CALL SOMEONE WHO CARES.

Freshman makes a name
for herself in the NCAA
diving championships

Mariachi Perla
1 la.m.-l p.m.
Los Alacranes
4:30-7:30 p.m.
London
Paris
Costa Rica
Athens

$355
$389
$498
$599

jStudent fares, may require an
International Student ID card. Taxes
.are not included and may range from
|$6-S33. Fares are subject to change
CSTff 1008080-50

Council Travel

,r Mexican Food Buffet ^ Jalapenos Grill
*
I
f
I

953 Garnet Avenue, San
Diego teb 619-270-6401 \

|
|
|
|
|
|

(Barbacoa, Cochinita Pibil, machaca,
chicharron in green salsa, rice, beans, mole
with chicken, chile rellenos, carne in red
chile sauce, desserts, and more specialities
from Mexico- items rotate on a weekly
basis)

teal life flicks/

L

Free Drink with coupon
99 cent value

HOURS: Monday-Thursday 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. • Friday 7
a.m.-l 1 p.m. • Saturday 8 a.m.-l 1 p.m. • Sunday 9 a.m. - 6
p.m.

Available for Catering (conferences, parties,
Quinceneras, Weddings, meetings and special events).

$ 3.95 plus tax.

JSfcouncilsandiego@ciee.org I

1045 Seventh Avenue
(619) 235-4677
(619) 235-9612 Fax

J

Owned by:
Javier A. Rosales and Guadalupe R. Corona

•

Have a fun and safe
Spring Break!

IntramuralsandRecreation

It's Playoff Time!
Irish Spring's/Mennon's 5x5 Basketball
Playoffs are here again and that means only one thing. You have to win every
game. In A-league, it looks like three teams have a shot at winning. The Swingers,
Knuckle Deep H, and yes, All the President's Men. Knuckle Deep II finished the
season strong with a 54-50 win over Doug's Fro. Sam Luke scored 18 points as K.D.
finished third in the league. Doug's Fro may be a darkhorse to win the champion
ship, but only if they all show up. Bad Boy Killahs, I have enrolled your team in
my personal basketball camp this summer. I will make you champions! In the
only league that matters, the B-league, the powerful will fall. Beware the Dog! I
would like to apologize to all of you who were forced to watch, or to play against
my Beware the Dog team. I will never make a team like that again. I will be keeping
the name though, so watch out - punks. Trigga Happy embarrassed the Dog 65-29
in the final regular season game. Six players on Trigga Happy had 8 or more
points. If you want a chance to beat Trigga Happy in the playoffs, you must play
zone. Thunderstruck, beat SWATT 64-40. Eric Larson had 24 points to keep Thun
derstruck undefeated. In the game to determine the overall#2 seed, the Love Don
keys lost to the White Trash Playboys 51-37. WTP should be on your final four
predictions. Go WTP! Tupac's Triggas beat the Mighty Mighty Wu-Tang Clan 4336. Nick Day, 15 points and 18 rebounds, was too much for the Wu. The Wu-Tang
plays their nemesis, the Love Donkeys in the first round. Love Donkeys by 10easy. Hopin I'll Love Ya beat the Green Bowl Packers 45-43. Matt Dunn, 22 pts.,
made a last second shot to win it. Two teams that won't be in the playoffs, Delta
Tau Delta and Coming for More, played a close game. Coming for More won 5650. Yes, I said Coming for More won by 6. It almost makes me want to go play floor
hockey.. .or ping pong. Something that makes sense to me. The Wankers lost too.
The Wankers lost to the team that will be in the finals...Chiquita. Chiquita won 4641 over the #1 team in the league, and gained a regional #1. The Air Motumbo's,
Chiquita's next victim, beat Scraps 50-35. Lambda Chi Alpha won by forfeit, and
won their division. I'm not sure, but I think the Wu-Tang and Tupac's Triggas were
in that division. Talk about embarrassing. En Fuego crushed Gimme Da Ball 7522. Kevin Krystofiak scored 22 points. En Fuego will play the Wankers in fhe
playoffs. No Skills lost to the Cutters 35-30. No playoffs for them. The Lazlos beat
the 4 man roster of Godzilla 75-53. The Lazlos play WTP in the playoffs. Good luck
Lazlos.

ENTRIES CLOSING Today @ 5pm!
ALTOIDS'
MEN'S, WOMEN'S & CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL

DOMINO'S
CO-REC SOCCER

Play Days: Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday 7 pm -10 pm
Depending on League
Play Begins: Tuesday, April 1st
Entry Fee: $15.00 per team
League Length: 5 weeks plus playoff:
Roster Limit: 6-8 participants per
team

Play Days: Saturdays 10^4 pm
Play Begins: Saturday, April 5th
Entry Fee: $25.00 per team
League Length: 5 weeks plus playoffs
Roster Limit: 12-16 participants per
team

I.M. participants enjoying some softball.

WhafsHotThisWeek!
Soccer Spotlight
Playoffs begin tonight! Although Jesus Saves ended the season with the most
points, The Untouchables are still the favorite in this league. The Reservoir Dogs
figure to compete but will have to go through the Saviors to get to the finals. Good
luck to all teams!
Current Lines (For Recreational use only):
Odds
Team name
Look unbeatable
Untouchables
2-1
Jesus Saves
Hope their keeper saves too
4-1
Reservoir Dogs F.C.
Should be in finals
5-1
PTW Baby
10-1
Not enough skill.
The Penthouse
Play #1 in the first round
15-1
Fussball
20-1
Might win, if they'd show up
Team Rage
1237-2 Change the name!

Volleyball Preview

League limit is 12 teams

Intramural Volleyball season is right around the corner and it's time to get your
entries in. Whether you're warming up for the summer play at the beach, or are
strictly a gym superstar, you're guaranteed to have a great time. There are coed,
male and female leagues, and yes you can play coed and men's or women's at the
same time. Signups are due in the IM Office by March 20th and play begins April
1st. The Co-Rec league will be played on Thursday, the female league will play on
Wednesday, and the male league on Tuesday. Time is running out, grab your
friends and come to join the fun. The limit for teams is eight players, entry fee is
$15.

League limit is 12 teams for each
team
The Original Celebrated

CURIOUSLY BTRONO

5

QuoteoftheWeek _
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PEPPERMINTS

ALTOIDS
HAOI m ONCAT BRITAIN
NET WT 1.76 0Z (50g)

"We should be the most improved team of the year!" -Anthony
Lindsey of A-League 3-balls Knuckle Deep II,still excited about
his team's turnaround at the end of the season. We're excited for
you too Anthony! The only team that boast five starters over 6'3"
finally begins to win...yahoo! Will over-rated turn into late-bloomers?
Check out A-League playoff action on Tuesday nughts!
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AskKevin?

I.M. Basketball Staff

I Can Pick'em!

suggests the Top 5 preparations The Wu-Tang Clan should
make before their intramural basketball playoff games

B-League Playoff Preview

Since I have not received one single prediction for our B-League Playoffs, I will
1. Gotta get your z's. We feel that taking the nap before the game is a little
go ahead and let you know who will win. Let me remind you that these predic
premature for its purpose. If you're going to use it to clear out all of those
tions are final and the teams I pick will win. I do not make mistakes when
negative thoughts, wait until halftime when your team is shooting 19% from
picking B-League.
the field.
In the Maher Region. Trigga Happy is the #1 seed. They will destroy Eight
2. We're Pajama Jammi Jammin! We recommend putting your uniform on in
Fighting. Trigga Happy 1000, Eight Fighting 5. Unless, of course they play zone
different orders. Or, if you dare, share shorts. Draw names from a hat and
, Trigga Happy 998, Eight Fighting 10. That's right-double digits baby! The #8
wear the person's you draw (no picking your own name!).
Love Donkeys face the #9 Wu-Tang Clan. I just love watching best friends play
3. Must see TV. Magic Johnson is inspirational to some people, but we do not
against each other. The Wu Tang has never won a playoff game...never will.
think that you're connecting with Magic. Instead try watching movies like
Love Donkeys in the Elite Eight. Trigga Happy has the size, but The Donkeys
Revenge of the Nerds I, II, or HI (HI is hard to find, because it was only made for
can shot. If they play zone then it's Love Donkeys by 10. If not, Trigga Happy
TV). Bad News Bears and Mighty Ducks HI are ideal. These movies show how
986, Love Donkeys 46.
a group of low talent dorks can use hard work and determination to overcome
In the Vista Region, Chiquita is the #1 seed. They will beat anyone who stands
what they lack in skill.
in their way to the finals. Let's just say that you shrink the whole Chiquita team
4. Hello... Hello Asmirelda! Moms and Dads are good at giving advise, but
down to one foot. They are now little Chiquitas playing life sized Air Motumbo's.
who better than a Psychic could give you tips on your big game! Call the
Then it would be close. Little Chiquitas 106, Air Motumbo's 24. Lambda Chi
Psychic Hotline and get info on starting lineup changes, defensive strategies
Alpha #5 versus #12 Green Bowl Packers. Packers by 10. This is not an upset.
and more! If this doesn't work, after the game you are always welcome to call
Chiquita vs GBP. Let's say that it is one Chiquita versus the Packers. One
the Crisis Center's Hotline. Just dial x8888 and they'll be more than glad to
Chiquita 98, Green Bowl Packers 30. That makes it Chiquita versus Love Don
connect you.
keys (if they play zone), or Trigga Happy in one final four game. Now let's
5. Lucky Charms? Individual rituals are fine, but you need something more
pretend that it is one, miniature Chiquita against the Love Donkeys (if they play
team orientated. We suggests that you hold hands around the USD fountain
zone), or Trigga Happy. One, miniature Chiquita 96, Love Donkeys (if they play
and sing "We Are the World", replacing "The World" with "The Wu". It worked
zone) 26, or one, miniature Chiquita 96, Trigga Happy 28. Unless of course that
for the USD men's basketball team during their multiple-game winning streak.
one, miniature Chiquita plays man - one miniature Chiquita 96, Trigga Happy
Unfortunately, Loyola Marymount does not have a fountain!
95. Close but you can't stop one, miniature Chiquita. Chiquita is in the finals.
In the Camino Region, The White Trash Playboys are the #1 seed. The WTP will beat Lazlos by 40. #7 Hopin' I'll Love Ya plays #10 Tupac's Triggas. Hopin I'll
Love Ya lost to Trigga Happy by 4. Tupac's Triggas beat the Wu you say. Who is the Wu? Hopin' I'll Love Ya has Matt Dunn. Tupac has Nick Day. Hopin'I'll Love
Ya is four words. Yeah, that's right. Hopin' I'll love Ya by 5. WTP versus Hopin' I'll Love Ya. This one will be close. The WTP always starts off slow, and Hopin'
I'll Love Ya plays great D. But, please, the WTP has Travis Paulson. WTP by 10.
In the Founders Region, Thunderstruck is the #1 seed. They will crush the Ballars in the first round. The Wankers, used to be #1, play En Fuego. En Fuego has
a chance to win, but I think I'll take the Wankers. Wankers versus Thunderstruck.-Two great teams, but who's better. Thunderstruck is bigger. The Wankers are
faster. Thunderstruck has never lost an intramural game, except by forfeit. The Wankers were last place in 3x3 A-League, but Travis Rebbert does always wear black
socks. Travis and his black socks 64, Thunderstruck 62. Wankers versus WTP. Now I've seen both teams play. WTP is good, but the Wankers lost to Chiquita- their
full team- by 5. Travis and his black socks 60, WTP 50.
Rematch in the finals. Wankers versus Chiquita. If the Wankers don't play sloppy, they can win. But let's just say that only one Chiquita shows up to play. One,
miniature, one legged Chiquita. Then it would be a game. One, miniature, one-legged Chiquita 102, Wankers 101. Chiquita will win this B-League championship
easy. Too easy. Let meremind you that these picks are final and the teams I pick will win. If, however, things do not go as planned, 1 will deny all of this.
To write Kevin e-mail him at kmalady@pwa.acusd.edu, or drop him a message in his box in the IMlRec office
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#1 Trigga Happy

#3 Thunderstruck

#16 tight Fighting
#9 The Love Donkeys

#14 The Ballars
#6 The Wankers

#8 The Wu-Tang Clan

#11 En Fuego

#4 Chiquita

#10 Tupac's Triggas

#i3AirMotumbos

#7 Hopin I'll Love Ya
#15 Lazlos

#12 The Green Bowl Packers

#5Tambda Chi Alpha
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REQIONAL

#2 White Trash Playboys

Classifieds i
TYPES OF CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted
Services
Announcements
Greeks

Personals
For Sale
Rental & Roomate
Employment

SERVICES

B

COSTS:
1-3 Insertions
4 Consecutive Insertions
8 Consecutive Insertions
More than eight insertions

Fast Fundraiser—Raise $500 in 5
days! Greeks, groups, clubs,
moitvated individuals. Fast, easy—
no financial obligation. (800) 8621982 ext. 33
Waxing Works Wonders: Hair re
moval for students. 10% off student
discount. No-needle electrolysis—
Permanent hair removal! Facialsalso
available. The Golden Touch, 6110
Friars Rd. 296-7800. Ask for Roxana.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL AID Studnet Financial Services profiles
over 200,000+ individual scholar
ships, grants, loans, and fellowships—
from private & government funding
sources. A MUST FOR ANYONE
SEEKING FREE MONEY FOR COL
LEGE! 1-800-263-6465Ext.F59795 (We
are a research & publishing company).
Try Us For Free! Instant Live Phone
Conversations. Over lOOOwomen and
men call Every Day! All Live! All the
Time! Call (619) 296-4442.
ENCORE TRAVEL — International,
Hawaii & cruise specialists — conve
niently located across from

Refunds are not issued for cancelled ads
All classified ads must be prepaid
1 Maximum of 30 words; $0.25 charge per word exceeding allotment
1 All completed classified requests are due by 4 p.m. Friday prior to
publication
1 Late submissions will be accepted but cannot be guaranteed
1

$7.00 each
26.00
48.00
5.50 each

Nordstrom Fashion Valley. Call or visit
for air values, tours, Eurail, car rentals
and accommodations. 7050 Friars Rd.,
Suite 103, 298-8191.
Healthy Males and Females, ages I8
60, needed for eyeblink research stud
ies at UCSDMC, Hillcrest. Righthanded, drug-free, call Pattie at 5432314. Monetary compensation.

FOR SALE
Portable CD Player—JVC., in great con
dition. Perfect for car stereo adapta
tion. With case logic case, just $65. Call
Dennis at 223.4253.
IBM P166t, 16MB RAM, 1.7HD, 8x CD,
33.6 modem, Win 95 keyborad, 3D
multimedia, monitor, warranty, new,
still in box. $1299 523-5287

1

For Sale—Beautiful 2-bdrn condo, Pt.
Loma, resort complex, tennis, pool, spa,
gym, sauna, laundry, volleyball. Gated
ommunity. Perfect for college stu
dents—bike to beach. $93,500—call
Tami—619-226-TAMI (8264).
Place apts. in the Dogpatch w/2 fe
male students. 1 bedroom w/private
bath. $350/mo,1/3utilities, until5/31.
582-3080.

HELP WANTED Men/Women earn
$480 weekly assembling circuit boards/
electronic components at home. Expe
rience unnecessary, will train. Immedi
ate openings your local area. Call 1520-680-7891 EXT. C200

rable summer of your life! Coaches,
teachers, students. Pre-requisite:
must love children, enjoy living and
working in a group situation. On
Campus Interviews April 10. Signup
at Hughes Adm. Center or call 1-800279-3019 for -more information.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY
MENT - Fishing Industry. Details
on how tofind a high-paying job with
excellent benefits (transportation +
room&board). For information: 800276-0654 ExtA59794 (We are a re
search & publishing company).
Sales promotional representatives
wanted. Promote our salon/spa on
campus up to $100/day P/T Call
Rachel 297-3424.

EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPOR Private Special Ed. School requires
TUNITY—Camp Wayne, NE PA (3hrs / teachers' aides experience with SED
NYC)—Sports oriented, Counselor/ students - $7 per hour. Full time
Specialists for all Land/Water Sports positions - 35 hours per week. Part
inc. Tennis, Camping, Climbing/Ropes, time positions afterschool hours tu
Mountain Biking, Rocketry, Roller toring. Apply at Aseltine School, 4027
For rent: 1997-8 Schol Year. So. Mis Hockey, Sailing/Waterskiing, A&C, Normal St. SD CA 92103.
sion Beach townhouse. 732 Deal Ct. #B. Drama, Radio, Video. On Campus In
3 decks 2BR, 2BA 2-3 pkg; furn. Just terviews Thursday, April 10. Please
bring your clothes. $1200 per month call 1-800-737-9296 or 516-883-3067 and
leave your name, phone number and Panhellenic, second largest organi
plus deposit. 259-6915.
zation on campus with 400+ mem
mailing address.
bers, wishes to thank 1996 officers for
CAMP WAYNE (sister half of brother/ a fantastic job! Also, the coucil con
sister camp, Northeast Pennsylvania 6/ gratulates the new Ad> initiates on
22-8/20/97). Have the most memo their recent initiation.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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the University of San Diego, Guadalajara Summer
lion and earn op to 6semester units in m weeks!
^
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NAHS
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465-0262

Spanish courses at all levels, anthropology art,
business, education, history, Latino studiOs and
literature, and theater
Live with a Host Family and explore Mexico y
on the weekends

Manicure
Pedicure

sfeyfty wait? Study abroad! And most of all, enjoy youry
snmier while completing your language requirements! i
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Ultact us at: mpnncO@aruxij.edu nr(619!!26(M59|
for a FRED information packet.
T

by JANET
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Acrylic+Tips
Fiberglass

Professional Hair Designers
6059 Lake Murray Blvd.
La Mesa, CA 91942

S

Senior+Student Discounts
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AirTouch service for
just $16.95 a month.
Free unlimited local
weekend calling for a
whole year.
And, if there's ever a
better calling plan for
you, you can switch
at any time.
It's what we call
a "win-win-win"
floor
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